Unzip Romagna
Discover the Land of Dolce Vita
Bus and Railway
in a 3/7 days ticket.

Lo dici e sorridi

What is Rail Smart Pass?
It is the special travel ticket that enables
you to discover the whole of Romagna
in total freedom.
Passes are valid for 3 or 7 days and can
be purchased from authorised resellers
throughout the region and from the
myCicero platform.

What does it offer?
The tickets give the right to use all the
routes on the entire Start Romagna
Bus network and the freedom to travel
on regional trains between stations in
Romagna, including:

Method of Use and Validity

Costs

The Rail Smart Pass becomes valid from the
moment when it is first validated. Validation is
carried out by holding the pass against the special validating machine located on Start Romagna Buses at the beginning of the first trip.

> 3 day Pass: ¤ 25

The ticket is valid on the day of validation and
for the next two days (3 day Rail Smart Pass) or
6 days (7 day Rail Smart Pass).
The Rail Smart Pass must be validated at the
start of every bus ride, even in the case of transfers, and must be shown at the request of service personnel.
The Rail Smart Pass is personal and is not transferrable (name and surname are mandatory).

> Cattolica- Rimini - Ravenna along the coast
> Rimini - Faenza - Castelbolognese along the via Emilia
> Castelbolognese - Lugo - Ravenna
> Faenza - Russi - Ravenna

> 7 day Pass: ¤ 50

The purchase and use of the pass constitute acceptance of the general rules of transport available on the web-sites www.startromagna.it and
www.trenitalia.it. Improper use will result in the
imposition of the penalties laid down by law.

With Rail Smart Pass* travelling
in Romagna will be a unique
experience: find all the information
and details on www.startromagna.
it or for further information
*

Children up to 4 years old travel free when
accompanied by an adult holding a Rail Smart Pass

integrasolutions.it

Start Romagna Spa
info 199.11.55.77 *
whatsapp 331.65.66.555
*tariffa massima 0,1188euro al minuto + iva da ogni telefono fisso

Rimani in contatto con noi seguici su

